95JC Jazz Ensemble

Director - Kamau Kenyatta | Assistant - Emerson Chao

Monday, November 28th, 2022 - 7:00 p.m.
Conrad Prebys Music Center, Experimental Theater

Tu-Way-Pock-E-Way
Royal
Fingerprints
Un Par de Días Antes de Ti

Joe Chambers, arranged by Emerson Chao
Joe McCullough
Nai Palm
Josemi Carmona

Gabriel Nelson - voice
Deyshna Pai - voice
Anjana Sriram - voice
Max Lister - alto saxophone
Connor Stratman - alto saxophone
Jagger Nelson - tenor saxophone
Philip Pincencia - tenor saxophone
Emerson Chao - baritone saxophone
Max Moore - trumpet
Owen Tai - trumpet
Sam White - trumpet

Daniel Gitelman - trombone
Lori Shen - trombone
Xiao Feng - vibraphone
Stephen Burt - guitar
Noel Garcia - guitar
Joel McCullough - piano
Sinclair Williams - piano
Hunter Erlach - bass
Angelica Pruitt - bass
Ben Redlawsk - bass
Bruin Acuña - drums
Ben Esser - drums

The Thespian
The Seductress
Desert
October Sky
Danza de Gardenias
Jubilation

Freddie Redd
Wynton Marsalis
Joel Watson, arranged by Emerson Chao
Yebba Smith
David Aguilar & Natalia Lafourcade
Junior Mance

Deyshna Pai - voice
Tyler Goodman - clarinet
Michael Hu - alto saxophone
Chang-yi Sun - alto saxophone
Christian DeLost - tenor saxophone
Emerson Chao - baritone saxophone
Franke Drugge - trumpet
Max Moore - trumpet
Owen Tai - flugelhorn/trumpet